through the key -hole of the mysterious house of untouched and unseen knowledge, the little toddlers -the undergraduate medical students in medicine run around in circles, still searching for the address. What they lack in knowledge, given their level of training -they more than make up for in character, for without discipline, confidence and hope we all know deep down that none of us would have made it through medical school.
. Through the subtleties of the practice of medicine and interaction with real human lives and emotions, it's easy to underestimate the importance of research. More so, for the undergraduate who not only is bestowed upon the herculean task of mastering the demanding medical curriculum, but also to excel in other co-curricular activities such as sports to meet the bar for excellence in today's ever competitive world. While there may be an entire lesson on methods and techniques that one can learn for discovering new information through research, there is more than that meets the eye. Discipline-Through the meticulous procedural format of conducting a research project, right from its inception to the possible formulation of a hypothesis, one important quality that research imparts to the student is discipline. The slow search for answers is a long and arduous journey and research tames the impatience that any and every doctor seems to have inside, only to help in the future in matters of health care in this modern world.
. Knowledge-It's unlimited. It's vibrant. The lesser we know at the end of each day, there is infinitely more to know the next. With a research project, answers to many questions can be obtained. And the difficulty of achieving it only helps in consolidating the new found knowledge into memory with lesser effort.
. Vision-The horizon of human existence is a place which, in reality, does not exist. Just as the curious mind of a toddler tries to question the physics and biology of every object and being, an undergraduate develops the broad mind and vision to see beyond what is apparent. If one is to find new objects, he has to look outside the box he is placed in. Certainty-Seek and you shall find, is what is usually said. The importance of research is telling us what we are seeking. We cannot find what we don't know we're looking for. The multitude of research projects that have already been done act as a guide to help the undergraduate student of medicine further the cause of the original thinker and create a more concrete road to progress.
. Confidence-Every research project, on its completion, needs an audience. The investigator thus develops an integral quality, necessary to be an efficient doctor. The ease with which the results of a research can be effectively communicated to a most critical crowd is the true measure of a doctor's resilience. . Character-What our system lacks when our bookish knowledge is tested to decide our fate as doctors is the ability to predict the integrity of the doctor's character. With research, when multiple human beings are studied in a bid to understand any aspect of our deficiencies, it is more or less given that the introspection which every investigator puts themselves through, builds good character.
. Hope-The ultimate goal of our efforts is humanity. Understanding is only half the battle. Conducting a research project and finally getting the results published help in fathoming the gaps in health care that can someday save millions of lives. Many a misconception exists amongst undergraduate researchers such as the lack of any real-world contribution through their research and the lack of guidance and support from medical professionals in various fields necessary to carry out such research. However, it was only by crushing such false beliefs did countries such as the US and the UK start encouraging and promoting undergraduate research which has subsequently lead to amazing discoveries. Taking prompt notice from such a novel initiative and the glaring need of the hour, many notable organisations started providing lucrative grants for undergraduates. A mandatory research component is also included in the medical curriculum in few countries [1] . Research opportunities also exist for the undergraduate medical student beyond the medical curriculum. The Short Term Studentship Programme introduced by the Indian Council of Medical Research is one such opportunity for the undergraduate medical students to hone their research skills and knowledge [2] . One can only hope that this trend of research -soon becomes mundane in the life of every undergraduate. We have come a long way from the caves that we once lived in. An important factor that has helped in our evolution is understanding. We have come a long way from the time when we tried to make people bleed in an attempt to cure cancer. What began on a small ship with twelve people and some bleeding gums is now something which is bigger than ourselves. And there is always room for improvement. We are still evolving. Today's air conditioned penthouse may be tomorrow's cave. And if that is going to happen, it's definitely going to be because of research. And the undergraduate, with all the inexperience and all the questions is the most fertile target, most productive soil and the most potent seed that can exist.
